In these cases, the major, if not the dominant, cascade contribution usually comes from the yrast chain which can contain many significant cascade components, and cover a wide range of lifetimes. Under these circumstances, standard multi-exponential curve-fitting techniques may experience difficulty in extracting the primary lifetime from the primary decay curves. It has been shown analytically [l] that these problems can be overcome, in principle at least, by the ANDC technique, provided that ideal decay curves can be obtained for all the direct cascades into the primary level. However, it is not so obvious how reliable the ANDC technique will be in a practical situation, where the data consists of a finite number of points, each subject to Poisson statistics. In this report we will describe ways to establish meaningful error limits for lifetimes derived using the ANDC technique. We will also discuss the application of these methods to synthetic and real beam-foil decay curve data.
2.METHODS FOR APPLICATION OF THE ANDC PRINCIPLE -
As was shown by Curtis et al. [I] , the differential equations relating the populations of the various levels involved in a cascade scheme leads, in the case of a single direct cascade, to the result where T is the lifetime of the primary level, and the quantities P, C and A are defined as follows: f P : I I (t)dt = area under primary decay curve,
A 5 I (t.)-I (t ) = change in primary intensity, P l P f where ti and t f are the initial and final times following excitation defining a given panel. 5 is
given by the expression:
where A is the transition probability of the prij i mary transition j -i, and E E are the relative K is a constant which should be zero, but which is included to give one of the validity criteria discussed later in this report. The analysis involves one more variable than is required using eq. (3) It is not possible to include all details of our primary decay curve used than it does on the casstudies here, but a summary of the validitycriteria cade decay curve(s).
Examples of syntheticanalyses
we use is shown in Table 1 . (For details, see [ 4 ] . ) on particular cascade schemes may be found in [ 4 ] . Finally, the lifetime value obtained in a given to minimize this possibility of error by devising a situation depends more critically on the particular more complete set of validity tests.
